
 

 

ASJA Application Fee 50% off through June 

ASJA executive director Alexandra Owens says, "I often hear freelance writers say something 

like this: 'Gee, I’d love to join ASJA, but the work I do doesn’t qualify…' So we chat a few 

minutes, and most of the time that conversation ends up with 'Really? I didn’t realize! 

Wonderful!' " 

 Since 1948 one prevailing principle has held true. ASJA’s membership is open to professional 

independent writers of nonfiction. But as the industry changes, changes, and then changes again, 

so do our specific membership eligibility criteria regularly evolve. Rather than list specific 

markets that “count” and those that may not, ASJA’s membership guidelines always strive to 

include the ways freelance writers are working in the real world. 

Our Membership Committee seeks candidates achieving a professional portfolio of independent 

nonfiction writing: that is, clips and credits in paying markets. Paying markets? That covers a lot 

of ground these days. We know freelance writers have to keep irons in a lot of fires to stay 

solvent, and we’re here to support that. New markets and platforms now fall under our guidelines 

that may surprise you! These days work done for Web-only outlets, corporate news products, 

specialty publications, creative nonfiction, and successful self-published work can all count 

toward a successful application. 

ASJA lets professional freelance writers share information and support for the benefit of all. 

There are many groups for writers out there today but ASJA offers the professional, career and 

financial advantage that comes when you are networking with people who are truly your 

professional peers. And, far from being an NYC-based organization, now our 12 regional 

chapters bring this fellowship to a local level in many areas of the country. 

 Now is the time to apply: Until June 30 the application fee is 50% off! What are you waiting 

for?  


